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Edited by Patrick Aloy and Robert RussellAbstract Determining protein interaction networks and gener-
ating models to simulate network changes in time and space
are crucial for understanding a biological system and for predict-
ing the eﬀect of mutants found in diseases. In this review we
discuss the great potential of using structural information
together with computational tools towards reaching this goal:
the prediction of new protein interactions, the estimation of aﬃn-
ities and kinetic rate constants between protein complexes, and
ﬁnally the determination of which interactions are compatible
with each other and which interactions are exclusive. The latter
one will be important to reorganize large scale networks into
functional modular networks.
 2008 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Pub-
lished by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Understanding a biological system requires the identiﬁca-
tion of all proteins and protein complexes involved, parame-
ter quantiﬁcations, bioinformatics analysis and mathematical
modeling [1]. Once this is achieved, it will allow the predic-
tion of how proteins are produced, degraded, form complexes
and what their coordinated function is in the cellular context.
Finally, after integrating all information, one should be able
to predict the eﬀect of mutations found in human diseases as
well as of drugs to treat them. Since this is a very challenging
long-term goal, it requires the concerted eﬀort of scientists
from all disciplines. Recently, structural biology in combina-
tion with computational tools has become of increasing
importance in this interplay of systems biology [2–4]. Struc-
tural information was used to predict new protein interac-
tions in silico [5–7] to validate interactions that have been
found experimentally in a complex [8], to determine which
interactions are compatible with each other and which inter-
actions exclude each other and to estimate equilibrium and
kinetic constants [9,10]. In the following we discuss these
aspects of using structural information in order to enrich*Corresponding author. Fax: +34 933969983.
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doi:10.1016/j.febslet.2008.02.019information in protein interaction networks (summarized in
Fig. 1).2. Behind the dots – proteins as multidomain structures
The information regarding protein interactions is usually
depicted as interaction network diagrams where proteins are
represented as dots and connections between interacting pro-
teins are shown as lines. This concept is very powerful in order
to explore global properties of network topologies. However,
treating proteins as dots neglects important biophysical prop-
erties of proteins, e.g. their size, shape, and electrostatic poten-
tial, which are crucial for mediating their cellular function.
Proteins frequently consist of modular domains, which fold
independently and are organized in a cassette like fashion. This
modular property of proteins has been found to be crucial for
proper function of many regulatory and signal transduction
processes, e.g. SH3, SH2, ubiquitin-interacting motifs (for re-
view see [11,12]).
By analyzing various complex structures of proteins and do-
mains it was found that very often a domain can interact with
various types of domains using diﬀerent areas of its surface.
For example, members of the Ras superfamily can interact
with 43 diﬀerent domains (see 3did database [13]) and diﬀerent
surface areas are used to bind to the conserved G-domain like
Ras fold (reviewed in [14]). However, it has been found that
members of two protein families usually interact in a similar
way, using the same binding site [5].
The information of conserved domain–domain interactions
and interface types has been used to identify potential binary
interactions, out of several proteins found experimentally in
a complex [8]. In line with this approach, databases have been
set up by grouping complex structures according to their inter-
actions types. Examples are iPfam [15], 3did [13], SCOPPI [16],
PRISM [17], SNAPPI-DB [18], and PIBAS [19].
However, in a recent structural classiﬁcation of domain–do-
main interfaces it was found that 24% of the domains can use
multiple binding sites to interact with a partner domain from a
homologue family [20]. Thus, in these cases further informa-
tion on a target family will be needed before one can decide
which domains interact in a similar way. Examples are the
Ras-eﬀector interactions: according to the 3did database [13]
proteins of the Ras subfamilies, Ras, Rho, and Rab, are clas-
siﬁed as Ras-superfamily proteins, and thus are predicted to
bind to similar eﬀector domains (HR, PH, RA, RBD,
RPH3A_eﬀector, etc.). In these cases, a clustering of eﬀectorblished by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Fig. 1. Summary of the main concepts discussed in this review. Large-scale experiments and in silico predictions provide large amount of data and
allow the representation of protein–protein interactions in a global view. The use of structural data makes possible the identiﬁcation of modules.
Combined with information about aﬃnities and kinetic constants, dealing with modules would allow a local understanding of a pathway and the
prediction of the eﬀect of mutations related to diseases on this particular region.
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eﬀector complexes, Ras-RBD, Ras-PH, Rho-HR, Rab-
RPH3A_eﬀector complexes, etc. will be more accurate, since
it corresponds to the known Ras-eﬀector complex structures
found so far (reviewed in [14]).
Thus, in order to ﬁnd for all target sequences to be modelled
and analyzed, the best structural template to make correct pre-
dictions, databases and methods need to be modiﬁed and com-
bined. This could mean to take into consideration information
from biochemical experiments known for the proteins and do-
mains to be modelled. The aim would be to integrate the infor-
mation in order to be applied more automatically and on a
genome-wide level.3. Protein interface modeling – in silico prediction of binding
partners
In addition to large scale experimentally exploring all puta-
tive protein–protein interactions in a cell [21–27], computa-
tional tools have been developed: the structure-based
prediction of protein–protein interactions [5–7]. Although
quite some progress has been made regarding homology mod-
elling methods (reviewed in [28]), it is still not an easy task andbears diﬃculties. The main problems are the correct modelling
of loops and backbone changes. Approaches which try to
tackle these problems are methods to predict protein–protein
interactions based on docking [29] or the non-homology based
structural prediction methods [30].
In contrast, interface modelling together with energy calcu-
lations has been shown to be very promising to predict pro-
tein–protein interactions, and the prediction results can be
very good [7]. This method is based on ﬁrst deleting all second-
ary structure elements and loops in template complex struc-
tures, which are not involved in complex formation. Then,
only side chains according to the homologous sequence to be
modelled are replaced using protein design algorithms, like
FoldX [31–33] (for details see [6,7]). This approach has been
used to predict the binding of 20 Ras proteins in complex with
50 Ubiquitin-like domains and thus a large scale in silico inter-
action network was generated [7]. This network was compared
with the pull-down experiments (total of 150 cases) and a very
high accuracy for distinguishing between binders (0.78) and
non-binders (0.8) was observed.
In principle the same methodology can be applied to predict
binding partners between domains of other families, if enough
structural information is available. However, the success is not
the result of an automatic process, but it will depend on several
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correct (structure-based) sequence alignments and on detailed
manual structural inspection of domains and sequences to be
modelled. The structural inspection of domains and sequences
is especially important to ﬁnd out the important residues which
stabilize the fold and important loops and secondary structure
elements involved in the interactions. This information is
important in order to decide whether a sequence will be reli-
able to be modelled on a given template structure [4].
Aside from interface modelling, which quantitatively
describes the interaction on an atomic level, non-atomic detail
methods have been successfully used to predict the interaction
of proteins [5,34,35]. These methods use empirical potential, to
describe how well homologous sequences ﬁt into a template
complex structure. These methods have been applied success-
fully to predict the speciﬁcities of large domain families, e.g.
the interactions between growth factors and their receptors.
In particular, sequence-based network modelling approaches
can be very powerful if they are used in combination with
experiments, e.g. mass-spectrometry [36,37].4. Behind the lines – estimation of aﬃnities and kinetic constants
In order to fully understand, model and make successful pre-
dictions in a system, in addition to determine which proteins
and domains can interact, quantitative parameters, like aﬃni-
ties (Kd) and association and dissociation rate constants (kon/
koﬀ) are needed. Extracting data from the BioModels Database
[38] gives currently a number of 7684 reactions from 113 vali-
dated pathway entries, for which kinetic constants are known
[39]. However, the methodologies used are not always the
same. Kinetic parameters obtained using Plasmon surface res-
onance tend to be larger than in solution due to the loss of en-
tropy upon formation of a complex when both molecules are
free to rotate. Further, in vitro measurements do not take into
consideration the crowding environment of the cell, while
experimental determination of binding parameters. However,
the in vivo determination of binding and kinetic constants can-
not exclude the role of other unknown components on the
interaction. In any case the experimentalists have now a range
of techniques both in vivo and in vitro to measure binding
parameters (for a review see [40]).
Aside from obtaining these parameters from equilibrium
and kinetic experiments, much progress has been made in esti-
mating them based on structural information [14]. Based on
the pioneering work of Schreiber and co-workers [9,10], good
estimations of association rate constants were obtained for wt
and mutant variants in a protein family. With regard to predic-
tion of binding aﬃnities, Baker and co-workers demonstrated
good estimations for Kd values for various protein complexes
[41]. Later this was also shown by our group for diﬀerent
Ras-eﬀector protein complexes [6].
Aﬃnities and kinetic constants are crucial for modelling sig-
nal transduction pathways, when taking diﬀusion and cellular
localisation into account, as it can be done using the simula-
tion software SmartCell (http://smartcell.embl.de) [42]. How-
ever, we should mention here, that deriving parameters is
only a ﬁrst step towards enabling systems wide modelling
(see recent reviews on modelling [43,44]). Aside from this,
the ability to predict equilibrium and kinetic constants based
on X-ray structures and homology models is important (a)to be used as the basis for protein design to rationally modify
signalling pathways and (b) to predict the eﬀect of mutated
proteins found in human diseases.5. Shaping pathways – towards a functional modular network
Pioneering work regarding modular network analysis came
from Lim and co-workers who described remarkably diverse
mechanisms of connecting signalling circuits into modular net-
works [45]. They hypothesize this as the basis of systems hav-
ing the ability to evolve and adapt. Recently, several groups
have tried to address modularity experimentally using modu-
lar interaction assays, by performing yeast two-hybrid screens
using single domains as a bait. However, from a structural per-
spective this can be dangerous since domains might not fold
properly or new interaction surfaces are created that might
lead to false observations.
In the past few years high-throughput experiments have pro-
vided a large amount of information regarding protein interac-
tion networks. However, a majority of these methods do not
supply the information which protein domains are physically
in contact during the interactions or whether the interaction
is mediated by a third protein [46]. It is quite obvious that pro-
teins do have more partners than surface available for interac-
tion and therefore that some interactions must be mutually
exclusive. Moreover, some interactions are reported that con-
nect two proteins that never touch each other physically but
are only linked through a third protein [47].
Structural information can be used to distinguish between
direct and indirect interactions and to ﬁnd out if a protein
can interact simultaneously with two or more partner proteins
[4,8]. Based on the postulate that proteins of the same families
usually interact in the same way [2] and that there is an esti-
mated limited number (10000) of interaction types in Nature
[48], adding structural information into large scale protein
interaction experiments appears to be crucial for a detailed
understanding of a protein network and for further applica-
tions. Recently, Kim et al. used known protein interactions
and structures to characterize the interfaces between two inter-
acting proteins [8]. Indeed, they were able to distinguish over-
lapping from non-overlapping interfaces and provided
evolutionary insights into network evolution. Moreover, they
observed diﬀerent properties between multi-interface hubs
(proteins with a high number of interacting partners) and sin-
glish-interface hubs and provided a straightforward structural
explanation for the existence of two types of expression
dynamics for hubs [2,49]: date hubs, which are expressed at dif-
ferent times than their interaction partners and party hubs,
which are expressed at the same time than their interactions
partners. Similar ﬁndings were obtained by Aragues et al.
[50], who used the identiﬁcation of interacting motifs to char-
acterize multi-interface proteins. They conﬁrmed that cellular
essentiality of a gene correlates with the number of interacting
partners.
Information on mutually and exclusive interactions derived
from structural information can be depicted using logical sym-
bols to connect interacting proteins (see Fig. 1): the symbol
corresponding to ‘‘AND’’ is related to compatible interactions
and the one corresponding to ‘‘EXCLUSIVE OR’’ connects
the proteins that cannot interact simultaneously. A combina-
tion of these two symbols is also possible between several
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tion provided by the use of structural data while the global
view of the network originally built is still represented.
Moreover, this overview makes possible isolating some
functional sub-networks or modules of the network, for
which structural coverage is complete, with the possibility of
drawing functional conclusions.
Another aim of identifying such sub-networks would be to
predict and integrate the eﬀect of mutations locally. Non-
synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (nsSNPs), that
is genetic variations that cause a change in the amino-acid
sequence of the resulting protein, are known to cause numer-
ous diseases. Recent studies have shown that computational
evaluation of certain protein character changes associated with
snSNPs is capable of giving good estimates of their functional
eﬀects [51–54]. Similarly protein design algorithms [31–33]
allow the prediction of functional nsSNPs that aﬀect the stabil-
ity or the binding between two proteins [55]. Such information
about nsSNPs and their molecular and/or functional pheno-
typic eﬀect are currently available in databases, such as SNP-
eﬀect [56], or by the use of nsSNP analysis and prediction
tools, like PupaSuite [57] and SNAP [58]. SNPeﬀect database
[56] contains 31659 nsSNPs from 12480 human proteins that
are classiﬁed according to their eﬀect on protein stability and
folding, on functional sites and binding sites and integrity
and on cellular processing. The study of such functional eﬀect
in the context of a sub-network would permit to understand at
least partially how a given disease aﬀects the cell phenotype.
In summary, combining large scale experimental protein
interaction network with structural details ultimately makes
protein networks more useful for systems biology. Structures
can give information on the order of events in a pathway. It
also provides a more rational basis for deciding how to inter-
fere with a pathway in order to study it or to treat a particular
disease.6. Network dynamics and regulation
At any moment in time, sampling of the proteome in a given
organism or cell provides only a snapshot of a highly dynamic
process. Most of the proteins involved in biological processes
have several isoforms, due to posttranslational modiﬁcations
(PTMs). PTMs include a large variety of covalent modiﬁca-
tions such as phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation,
methylation, and ubiquitylation [59]. PTMs represent the most
common mechanism by which the functions of proteins can be
altered. For example, in signal transduction in eukaryotes,
protein phosphorylation is a key event: it acts as a switch to
make a protein active or inactive and consequently make some
interactions possible or not. Moreover, PTMs can occur at
multiple sites of a protein [60]. The combination of all these
types of PTMs leads to at least hundreds of thousands of pos-
sible molecular variants of proteins in eukaryotic cells. This
could represent another criterion of modularity for networks
and makes the analysis of network connections for a systems
biology perspective even more challenging.
Another important issue will be to investigate how structural
analysis of domains and protein interactions could help to
understand the eﬀects of alternative splicing, and include these
results into large-scale interaction networks. Alternative splic-
ing drastically increases the number of proteins in the humanproteome. The eﬀects of alternative splicing on the function
of a single protein range from changes in substrate or interac-
tion partner speciﬁcity, to the regulation of DNA-binding
properties [61]. In a recent study, it has been shown that splic-
ing isoforms can exhibit diﬀerent functional properties com-
pared to their native counterparts and allow regulatory
patterns on the protein network level [62].
The combination of splicing events and PTMs leads to a
large number of isoforms for a single protein and conse-
quently increases the complexity of a protein network. Each
of the several forms in which a protein can be represented
should lead to a diﬀerent sub-network or module. A structural
study of these phenomenons would allow the delimitation of
these sub-parts of the network by determining which interact-
ing partners of a given protein are aﬀected by those modiﬁca-
tions.7. Perspectives
As we have outlined above, structural biology could play a
very important role in systems biology. Structures of proteins
can provide quantitative parameters, help to elucidate func-
tional networks, and allow rational designed perturbations
experiments with the aim to get functional insights into pro-
cesses involved in diseases. In addition, advances in protein de-
sign algorithms and multiple sequence alignments, in
combination with bioinformatics, allow genome-wide predic-
tions for particular domain families.
However, there are some limitations to apply these concepts
on a large scale. Most importantly this is a lack of structural
templates available so far. Apart from getting a representative
structure for all domains, the quality of the predictions is di-
rectly related to the number of structures available, since they
are needed in order to account for small conformational vari-
ations. Therefore, the structural proteomics eﬀorts in the fu-
ture will be crucial, in order to get a representative structures
for each domain family and for all domain–domain interaction
types. Another limitation is that methods need to be automa-
tized to be used on a large-scale since, as we discussed, many
processes need manual corrections to be accurate.
The combined information on posttranslational modiﬁca-
tions and cellular localisation will be crucial towards a
complete understanding, a combined approach of the interac-
tome and whole cell models (recently reviewed in [63]). Again,
structural information and modelling can bridge the gap be-
tween proteomics and whole cell models, as shown in the case
of the large scale structure-based protein assembly done in
yeast [64]. Combination of structural analysis, protein design
algorithms and network modelling create a new discipline that
we can term Structural Systems Biology [2].
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